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How do microbes adapt to challenges from the environment? In this thesis, two distinct cases
were examined through structural and biochemical methods. In the first, we followed a real-time
protein evolution of HisA to a novel function. The second case was fusidic acid (FA) resistance
mediated by the protein FusB in Staphylococcus aureus.

In the first study, the aim was to understand how mutants of HisA from the histidine
biosynthetic pathway could evolve a novel TrpF activity and further evolve to generalist or
specialist enzymes. We solved the crystal structure of wild type Salmonella enterica HisA in its
apo-state and the structures of the mutants D7N and D7N/D176A in complex with the substrate
ProFAR. These two distinct complex structures showed us the coupled conformational changes
of HisA and ProFAR before catalysis. We also solved crystal structures of ten mutants, some
in complex with substrate or product. The structures indicate that bi-functional mutants adopt
distinct loop conformations linked to the two functions and that mutations in specialist enzymes
favor one of the conformations. We also observed biphasic relationships in which small changes
in the activities of low-performance enzymes had large effects on fitness, until a threshold, above
which large changes in enzyme performance had little effect on fitness.

Fusidic acid blocks protein translation by locking elongation factor G (EF-G) to the ribosome
after GTP hydrolysis in elongation and recycling of bacterial protein synthesis. To understand
the rescue mechanism, we solved the crystal structure of FusB at 1.6Å resolution. The structure
showed that FusB is a two-domain protein and C-terminal domain contains a treble clef zinc
finger. Using hybrid constructs between S. aureus EF-G that binds to FusB, and E. coli EF-G
that does not, the binding determinants were located to domain IV of EF-G. This was further
supported by small-angle X-ray scattering studies of the FusB·EF-G complex. Using single-
molecule methods, we observed FusB frequently binding to the ribosome and rescue of FA-
inhibited elongation by effects on the non-rotated state ribosome. Ribosome binding of FusB
was confirmed by isothermal titration calorimetry.
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The scientists at the Jurassic Park ensure that they have 
taken all the necessary precautions to prevent the paleo-
animals from getting out of control. Prof. Ian Malcolm (ac-
tor Jeff Goldblum) tells the scientists that they cannot con-
trol all the variables. "Life will find a way", he says. 
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Introduction 

Microbes have amazing systems so that they can adapt to challenges from 
the environment. Whether the obstacles are natural or set up by us in the 
laboratory, the microbes are always ready, and quite often, they keep re-
minding us, that life will find a way.  

How do microbes deal with these challenges? What are the strategies they 
use? Can we predict their next move? What can we learn from their adapta-
tions? Many interesting and important questions are waiting to be answered.  

This thesis examines these questions through two distinct cases: In the 
first, the protein HisA from the histidine biosynthetic pathway could evolve 
a novel TrpF activity and further evolve to generalist or specialist enzymes, 
presenting an ongoing and traceable evolutionary trajectory. The microbe 
solves the problem mostly by mutations within the enzyme. The second ex-
ample, fusB-type fusidic acid resistance, is a case on a longer time scale. 
This protein is the reason that Staphylococcus aureus can fight against  
fusidic acid, a naturally occurring toxin. In this case, the microbe has 
evolved a dedicated system from gene regulation to specific molecular inter-
actions.  
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Case 1: Real-time evolution of a bi-functional 
enzyme 

1. The emergence of evolutionary biochemistry 
provides an opportunity for structural biologists  
To date, how microbes evolve is still more or less a mystery (Woese, 1987). 
The effort to understand these mechanisms requires collaborations from 
different fields. As the field evolutionary biochemistry emerged, biochemists 
and structural biologists started to collaborate with the evolutionary biolo-
gists. Without doubt, both fields benefit a lot from the collaboration as evo-
lutionary information can facilitate the understanding of structure and func-
tion of the protein. In turn, this will help evolutionary biologists to map the 
evolutionary trajectory on multiple dimensions rather than only nucleotide 
sequences. (Harms and Thornton, 2013) 

2. HisA, TrpF and PriA 
HisA and TrpF are two enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of the amino 
acids histidine and tryptophan. Both of them catalyze equivalent reactions, 
converting aminoaldoses to aminoketoses. In some species, these two reac-
tions are catalyzed by a single bi-functional enzyme PriA, which is a homo-
logue of HisA (Barona-Gómez and Hodgson, 2003) (Kuper et al., 2005), Fig. 
1. Despite low sequence similarity between TrpF and HisA/PriA, they all 
share a (β/α)8-barrel fold and studies have shown their close structural and 
functional relationships (Leopoldseder et al., 2004)(Lang et al., 2000). Fur-
thermore, a single mutation in Thermotoga maritima HisA can generate 
TrpF activity, suggesting that the two proteins might have evolved from the 
same ancestral enzyme (Jürgens et al., 2000). 
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Figure 1. HisA and TrpF catalyse similar isomerization of the aminoaldoses ProFAR 
and PRA to the aminoketoses. The PriA protein catalyzes both reactions.  

HisA catalyzes the fourth step of the histidine biosynthetic pathway. There is 
another enzyme, HisF, in the subsequent reaction of the pathway that shows 
significant structural similarity to HisA. This is especially interesting for 
evolution studies. The wt-HisF catalyzes the HisA reaction with low effi-
ciency. Furthermore, HisA and HisF both possess a striking, internal two-
fold symmetry. This suggests that they are the result of gene duplication and 
fusion from an ancestral (β/α)4-barrel. (Fani et al., 1994)(Lang et al., 2000) 
Although HisA has been put under the spotlight for evolution studies for 
more than a decade, the exact reaction mechanism was still not clarified. 
Through mutagenesis studies based on the apo structure, some important 
residues for the activity could be identified, including the catalytic base. 
(Henn-Sax et al., 2002) (Wright et al., 2008) Nonetheless, it was still impos-
sible to know the function of the flexible loops and the identity of catalytic 
acid.  

A similar evolutionary link between HisA and HisF is found in the tryp-
tophan biosynthetic pathway. TrpC and its homologue TrpF are enzymes 
that catalyze subsequent reactions. They bind the common ligand CdRP, 
which is the product of TrpF and the substrate of TrpC. Although neither of 
them can catalyze the reaction of the other, studies were able to successfully 
establish TrpF activity on the scaffold of TrpC using a combination of ra-
tional design and direct evolution (Altamirano et al., 2000). A crystal struc-
ture of Thermotoga maritima TrpF in complex with its product analogue 
rCdRP reveals key residues for binding and catalysis (Henn-Sax et al., 2002).  

To date, however, the best-characterized protein in this group of enzymes 
is the bi-functional PriA. The structures of Mycobacterium tuberculosis PriA 
in complex with PrFAR (HisA product) and rCdRP (TrpF product analogue) 
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revealed a structural switch for the two ligands (PrFAR and rCdRP). Two 
residues, Trp145 and Arg143 from the same loop, switch to interact with 
PrFAR and rCdRP respectively. (Due et al., 2011)  

3. (β/α)8-barrel fold.  
Typically know as a TIM-barrel, the (β/α)8-barrel is the most common and 
most versatile fold; it is found in 10% of all proteins in the PDB (Wierenga, 
2001). Almost all (β/α)8-barrel proteins are enzymes (or clearly related to an 
enzyme) that are involved in molecular or energy metabolism (Nagano et al., 
2002). As the name suggests, the (β/α)8-barrel contains 8 parallel strands 
forming the core barrel, surrounded by 8 alpha helixes. Without exception, 
the catalytic face of the (β/α)8-barrel is formed by the linking loops from the 
C-terminal ends of the beta strands to subsequent alpha helixes. In compari-
son, the loops on the opposite face of the barrel are short and important for 
the stabilizing the fold. Fig. 2 (Höcker et al., 2001) 

 
Figure 2. Structure of Salmonella enterica HisA illustrats a typical (β/α)8-barrel. A. 
Top view of (β/α)8-barrel without loops from catalytic face. B. Side view of β/α)8-
barrel with loops from catalytic face. C. Top view of (β/α)8-barrel; the loops are 
colored by symmetry.  

As mentioned previously, HisA and HisF are believed to have evolved from 
a common ancestor (β/α)8-barrel protein. There is multiple evidence support-
ing this hypothesis. First of all, unlike in most globular proteins, the most 
hydrophobic region of the (β/α)8-barrel lies in the core between the β-strands 
and α-helixes, not at the center of the protein (Höcker et al., 2001). Second, 
the apo structure of the (β/α)8-barrel enzyme methylmalonyl-CoA mutase 
shows an opened form, where half of the enzyme hinges away from the other 
half. Upon ligand binding, the hydrogen bonds between strands β1 and β8 
form and bring together the half-barrels (Mancia and Evans, 1998). Third, in 
a study on triosephosphate isomerase, where the name TIM-barrel comes 
from, only the residues in the central core of the β-barrel, β-strand stop mo-
tifs and a single salt bridge are conserved for the enzyme's activity 
(Silverman et al., 2001). In another words, most of the residues in (β/α)8-
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barrel are highly mutable. This might explain why there is a lack of signifi-
cant sequence similarity for most of the most (β/α)8-barrel proteins.  

Nevertheless, it is still under debate whether (β/α)8-barrel proteins are the 
result of convergent evolution to a stable fold or divergent evolution from a 
common ancestor (John A Gerlt, 2003). An analysis of the side chain pack-
ing in the (β/α)4-barrel fold suggested that it was the result of convergent 
evolution. The (β/α)4-barrel fold is easy to form and proteins could easily 
evolve to this fold without a common ancestor (Lesk et al., 1989). On the 
other hand, structural, sequencing and functional studies suggest that many 
of the (β/α)4-barrel protein superfamilies are evolved from the same ancestor 
(Farber and Petsko, 1990) (Reardon and Farber, 1995). However, there are 
still outliers that cannot be explained by divergent evolution, and therefore 
could be the result of convergent evolution (Nagano et al., 2002).  

With all of the above, it can be seen that (β/α)8-barrel is a very clever de-
sign. The separation of function and stability makes it a versatile scaffold for 
evolving new enzymes. Not surprisingly, it is the biggest winner from evolu-
tion.  

4. The innovation, amplification and divergence (IAD) 
model 
Unlike eukaryotes, bacteria obtained a significant proportion of their genetic 
diversity through acquisition of genes from related organisms, also known as 
the horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Ochman et al., 2000). Apart from this, 
new genes can also be acquired from a redundant copy of a parental gene. 
Based on this idea, the IAD model has been proposed. In this model, an an-
cestor gene has a weak secondary function (innovation) besides its major 
function. When bacteria are under selection pressure for the secondary func-
tion, amplification of this gene becomes beneficial. The same gene—while 
under continuous selection—will start to accumulate mutations that increase 
the secondary activity. The amplification of the gene will stop when it no 
longer provides further benefit. During this process, any improved copy can 
be further amplified and others can be lost. Ultimately, this process will gen-
erate two genes (divergence), one with the ancestor activity, and the other 
with improved secondary activity. (Näsvall et al., 2012)  

5. Using HisA to test the IAD model 
To test the IAD model, Näsvall et al., generated a bi-functional gene that 
was generated from Samonalla entria HisA with both HisA and TrpF activi-
ty. Then this ancestor gene was subjected to different selection pressures and 
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evolved continuously. The first step in generating this bi-functional ancestor 
was to select HisA mutants with TrpF activity. This was done by selection of 
a trpF knockout strain in medium without tryptophan but histidine. Two 
mutants were obtained, one with duplication for residues 13 to 15 (Dup13-
15), and the other with Leu169 replaced by Arg (L169R). Both of the mu-
tants lost HisA activity completely and the strain with mutant dup13-15 had 
a faster growth rate than the one with L169R. The second step was to re-
generate the HisA activity while maintaining the TrpF activity. This was 
done by selection in minimal medium with neither tryptophan nor histidine. 
Both mutants were able to obtain further mutations and grew without either 
histidine or tryptophan. For mutant dup13-15, the further mutation was a 
D10G or G11D. Interestingly, for mutant L169R, the further mutation was 
not on HisA but in glnX/glnV, converting a tRNAGln to a missense suppressor 
tRNA with an anticodon complementary to CGG (Arg) codons, and a frac-
tion of protein was translated with a L169Q substitution instead of the 
L169R. (Näsvall et al., 2012) 

These bi-functional genes were used as ancestors and cloned into a spe-
cial position in the chromosome where duplications and amplifications are 
frequent and with low fitness cost. Continuous selection for up to 3000 gen-
erations in a medium without either histidine or tryphophen resulted in many 
lineages with faster-growing mutants. As predicated, diverged gene copies 
with improved activity, as well as unimproved copies, were observed in the 
experiment. (Näsvall et al., 2012) 

With this ingenious experiment, one could follow the full evolution tra-
jectory in real-time. It then prompted the question: "How can we understand 
these trajectories, the molecular level?" 

6. Studying evolution trajectory at a molecular level 
One of the aims of this thesis work was to link growth rate directly to the 
structure and function of each mutant, and thereby expand our understanding 
of the evolution trajectory in multiple dimensions. Hopefully, we would be 
able to identify some common patterns in the different trajectories and ex-
plain why some trajectories never evolved/were never taken. This work was 
done in collaboration with the following researchers at Uppsala University: 
Joakim Näsvall, and Dan I. Anderson, (for evolutionary studies) and Fernan-
da Duarte, Klaudia Szeler, Lynn Kamerlin  (for simulation studies). For the 
biochemical studies, we collaborated with Matilda Newto and Wayne Pat-
rick at Victoria University of Wellingtion, New Zealand. 
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7. Structure and function of Salmonella enterica HisA  
In order to understand each individual mutant, we needed first to understand 
how wt HisA works. The previous crystal structure of HisA from T. mariti-
ma was neither complete nor was there any ligand bound (Lang et al., 2000). 
Therefore, we needed to obtain a complete structure for HisA, with and 
without substrate. We succeeded in obtaining diffracting crystals of wt Se-
HisA. However, after we solved the structures in two different space groups, 
we found some loops on the catalytic face were disordered, as in the T. mari-
tima HisA structure. Further, the initial attempts to soak ligand into the apo-
crystals had been unsuccessful. The main obstacles were the instability of 
the ligand and the crystal packing of the apo structure, which was incompat-
ible with the ordering of the loops. Finally, through extensive crystallization 
and screening, we were able to obtain three different structures—the apo 
structure, the substrate-complex structure without loop 1 and 6, and the sub-
strate-complex structure with all loops. These structures represent different 
states of the enzyme. The details of the crystallization strategy are discussed 
later in this thesis. 

SeHisA Apo-structure at 1.7Å resolution 
SeHisA adopts the typical (β/α)8-barrel fold. A main feature of this HisA 
structure is its remarkable two-fold symmetry. Indeed, the RMSD for the 
two halves of the SeHisA is 1.6Å, see Fig. 3. Loops 1 and 6 on the catalytic 
face are disordered in the apo crystal structure, which packed in space group 
P6122. In another lower-resolution crystal form, loop 5 was also disordered 
(data not shown). Therefore, we rechecked the higher-resolution structure, 
and found that loop 5 was involved in crystal packing. Therefore, loops 1, 5 
and 6 are most likely flexible. There are two phosphates coordinated by the 
N-termini of loops 4 and 8, together with the backbones of loops 3 and 7. 
Interestingly, the phosphate between loops 7 and 8 (phosphate 1) oscillates 
between two positions, always 2.1Å from each other, see Fig. 4A.  
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Figure 3. The internal two fold symmetry of HisA. A. SeHisA colored by half barrel. 
B. Superposition of the two half-barrels. C. Sequence alignment of the two half 
barrels.  

SeHisA-D7N ProFAR complex structure at 2.2Å (Open-complex 
structure) 
A previous mutagenesis study has shown that aspartic acid on β1 is essential 
for HisA catalytic activity. (Lang et al., 2000) We therefore designed a cata-
lytically dead mutant, SeHisA-D7N, and subjected it to crystallization 
screening. The mutant crystalized in the same crystal form as the apo struc-
ture. Furthermore, we successfully soaked ProFAR into this crystal. This 
first-ever ProFAR complex structure shows the orientation of substrate and 
its interaction with the essential residue Asp7. The second thing we noticed 
was that ProFAR did not interact with any of the flexible loops. Loops 1 and 
6 are still disorded, as they are in the apo structure. Fig. 4B. This indicates 
that the loops are not involved in the initial binding of the substrate.  

SeHisA-D7N-D176A ProFAR complex structure at 1.6 Å 
(Closed-complex structure) 
Finally, we obtained a co-crystallized ProFAR complex structure with a 
double mutant, SeHisA-D7N-D176A, and this was in a different crystal 
form. In this structure, ProFAR is embedded by all the flexible loops. Fig. 
4C. In comparing it with the open-complex structure, the reacting ribose of 

wt_half1      MIIPALDLI-DG-TVVRLHQGDYARQRDYGNDPLPRLQDYAAQGAGVLHLVDLTGAKDPA 
wt_half2      ALVLALDVRIDEHGTKQVAVSGW--QENSGVSLEQLVETYLPVGLKHVLCTDISRDGTLA 
               :: ***:  *   . ::  . :  *.: * .    :: *   *   :  .*::     * 

wt_half1      KRQIPLIKTLV-AGVNVPVQVGGGVRTEEDVAALLKAGVARVVIGSTAVKSP----DVVK 
wt_half2      GSNVSLYEEVCARYPQIAFQSSGGIGDIDDIAALRGTGVRGVIVGRALLEGKFTVKEAIQ 
                :: * : :     :: .* .**:   :*:***  :**  *::* : ::.     :.:: 

wt_half1      GWFERFGAQ 
wt_half2      CWQNVKG--         
               * :  *  

A B

C
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ProFAR has remained in the same place, but the rest of the substrate has 
tilted 16 degree towards the center of the protein. When we used the Dali 
server to search for structures similar to our apo- and closed-complex struc-
tures, we obtained different sets of hit. The structure most similar to the apo-
structure is Campylobacter jejuni HisA (PDB 4GJ1). For the closed-complex 
structure, the top hit is Mycobacteria tuberculosis PriA (PDB 2Y88), which 
is also a closed complex structure with the HisA product PrFAR. This em-
phasizes that there is significant structural rearrangement upon ligand bind-
ing. Given that CjHisA has a substantially higher degree of sequence identity 
(51%) to SeHisA than does MtPriA (33%), it shows that the conformational 
state has a greater impact on overall structure similarity than does sequence 
identity. 

 
Figure 4. Overall structure of SeHisA. The βα loops on catalytic face are colored by 
symmetry. A. wt SeHisA with two phosphate ions. Phosphate 1 is on the left and 
phosphate 2 is on the right . B. SeHisA-D7N ProFAR in complex with ProFAR. 
(open-complex structure) The reacting ribose is on the left. C. SeHisA-D7N-D176A 
in complex with ProFAR (closed-complex structure). Figure adapted from Fig. 2 
(Söderholm et al., 2015) reprinted with permission from (American Society for 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology) ASBMB.   

Catalytic residues 
Our closed-complex structure showed that Asp7 is well positioned to act as 
the catalytic base, consistent with the data for TmHisA and MtPriA (Höcker 
et al., 2001) (Due et al., 2011). It also showed that Asp176 on loop 6 is in 
position to be the catalytic acid. The role of Asp7 and Asp176 has been con-
firmed by site-directed mutagenesis and kinetics (Table 3, in paper I).   

How HisA binds ProFAR with correct orientation  
One question arose after we got the open-complex structure. Since the flexi-
ble loops 1, 5, 6 on the catalytic face are not involved in the initial binding of 
ProFAR, the recognition of the ligand relies on the core of the barrel, which 
has high degree of two fold symmetry. Further more, the carboxamide ami-
noimidazole moiety of ProFAR does not form any hydrogen bond with the 
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protein, leaving two in-distinguishable phosphate ribose moieties. Fig. 5A. 
So, how could HisA bind ProFAR with the correct orientation?  

The answer lies in the breakdown of the two-fold symmetry. Loops 2 and 
6 are related by this symmetry. However, unlike the flexible loop 6, loop 2 is 
a structured alpha helix forming a hydrophobic face just above the β-barrel. 
For the ligand, the asymmetric part is the carboxamide aminoimidazole moi-
ety. In the open-complex structure, we noticed that this moiety, although not 
showing any hydrogen bond to the protein, stacks towards the hydrophobic 
face of loop 2. Also, the reacting half of the ribose keeps its conformation 
upon loop ordering. As a consequence, the reaction ribose conformation is 
restrained. Thus, if we were to superimpose the non-reacting ribose onto the 
reaction half, the carboxamide aminoimidazole moiety would clash with 
Leu51 on loop 2. This clash cannot be avoided by the flexibility of the ligand 
since the linker between the two moieties is only one C-N bond. Fig. 5B  

 
Figure 5. How HisA binds ProFAR in the correct orientation. A. The binding pocket 
for ProFAR. The carboxamide aminoimidazole moiety (cyan) leans to the hydro-
phobic loop 2. B. The carboxamide aminoimidazole moiety will clash with Leu51 if 
we superimpose non-reacting ribose (yeloow) to the reacting ribose (blue) in the 
open-complex structure.  

How does HisA recognize the correct ligand?  
How then can the protein sense the difference between ProFAR and PrFAR 
in the binding site and react accordingly? Our three structures with different 
ligand-binding states allow us to answer this question.  

The first observation is that phosphate 1 oscillates between two positions 
in the apo structure. These two positions are 2.1Å away from each other and 
interact with either loop 7 or 8. For the open-complex structure, phosphate 1 
is anchored at one of the apo-phosphate position, which interacts only with 
loop 8. In the closed-complex structure, phosphate 1 is in the same position 
as the open-complex structure, but loop 7 has moved closer to loop 8 and 
now interacts with the phosphate. As a result, loop 8 is now in a position that 
allows for loop 6 to fold down. This seems to be a dedicated design for lig-

A B

L51

L51
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and recognition; it requires the correct ligand geometry for loop folding. The 
reason phosphate 1 of the substrate is not oscillating between two positions 
is because it is restrained by the conformation of the reacting ribose. Upon 
catalysis, the ribose ring opens, the restraint for the phosphate 1 disappears 
and loop 6 becomes disordered again. Fig. 6 

 
Figure 6. Superposition of Phosphate 1 binding motif (loops 7 and 8) from SeHisA 
apo-structure (blue), open-complex structure (yellow) and closed complex structure 
(green). Loop 8 keeps the same conformation from these 3 different structures, col-
ored as white. Phosphate 1 in apo-structure is oscillating between two positions. 
Phosphate in these two positions interacts with loop 8 and loop 7 respectively.  In 
open-complex structure and closed-complex structure, because of the structure re-
strain from the ribose, phosphate 1 of ProFAR can only adapt to a position close to 
loop 8. In the closed-complex structure, loop 7 is attracted by the phosphate and 
moved closer to loop 8. This movement shifts the backbone of G204 and gives way 
for loop 6 to fold down. Upon catalysis, the ring of the reacting ribose will open and 
loosen the structure restraint for phosphate 1. Without the restraint, phosphate 1 
cannot bridge loop 7 and loop 8 anymore and loop 7 will go back to the relaxed 
state. Finally, loop 6 will be repelled by loop 7 and return to the open and flexible 
state.  

2.0Å
3.1Å

Loop 8

Loop 6

G204
Loop 7
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Figure 7. A. The ProFAR binding site in the closed-complex structure. The unbiased 
Fo-Fc simulated annealing omit map is shown as green mesh and contoured at 3 
sigma. B. Comparison of ligand conformation and interactions in the active site of 
the open-complex structure (Cyan) and closed-complex structure. Figure adapted 
from Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 (Söderholm et al., 2015) reprinted with permission from AS-
BMB.  
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Function of the flexible loops 
Upon substrate binding, all of the flexible loops become ordered and embed 
the substrate. Since loop 6 is required for bringing the catalytic acid Asp176, 
what is the function of loops 1 and 5? From the closed-state structure, we 
could see that W145 from loop 5 stacks with the carboxamide aminoimidaz-
ole moiety. Fig. 7A. As a result, the non-reacting half of the substrate is tilt-
ed by 16°. Fig. 7B. Previous studies on MtPriA show that mutation of 
W145A cases the enzyme to lose all activity. Also, W145F decreases its 
Kcat by 50-fold but KM by only 4-fold. (Due et al., 2011) This shows that 
W145 does not have a direct role in catalysis and must be interacting with 
the substrate through hydrophobic interactions. Still, W145 is more im-
portant for catalysis than for initial binding of the substrate. Together with 
Asp127, it most likely influences the catalysis by re-orientating the substrate 
into the product-like conformation. 

Another way the loops influences the catalytic activity is through ‘caging 
the substrate’. As reviewed by Xiang Zai et al., many (β/α)8-barrel proteins 
fully caged their substrates. This is important for enzymatic catalysis for 
several reasons. First, nonpolar environment enhance all polar interactions. 
Second, the stabilization of charge that develops at the transition state helps 
the Michaelis complex into the transition state. Third, the Michaelis complex 
may be destabilized by de-solvation of the enzyme. (Richard et al., 2014)  
Now if we look at loop 1 in the closed state, it covers the top of the protein 
like a lid. Fig. 8. When loop 1 is removed, the reacting half of the ligand and 
the two catalytic residues Asp7 and Asp176 are exposed to the solvent. Fig. 
12B.  

 
Figure 8. Caging of the substrate by loops on the catalytic face of HisA. Loops 1 and 
5 are colored as pink. Loop 6 is colored as green. A. Surface illustration of open-
complex structure showing ProFAR is still exposed to the solvent. B. Surface illus-
tration of the closed-complex structure shows ProFAR is fully embedded by the 
loops.  

A B
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HisA catalysis cycle 
Based on the previous information, we could propose a general catalysis 
cycle. Loops 1, 5 and 6 were observed to be inherently flexible (Loop 5 is 
ordered in the apo structure because it is involved in the crystal packing). 
Hydrophobic residues at the end of β2—together with two phosphate-
binding motifs— guides ProFAR into the correct orientation. This binding 
leads to the closure of loops 1, 5 and 6. The non-reacting half of ProFAR is 
tilted by 16°. Furthermore, the substrate adopts a product-like extended con-
formation stabilized by additional enzyme interactions. Once that has hap-
pened, the catalytic residues, Asp7 and Asp176, are recruited for acid-base 
catalysis. After catalysis, phosphate 1 of ProFAR is no longer restrained by 
the reacting-ribose and can no longer bridge the interaction between Loops 7 
and 8. Loop 7 returns to the relaxed state and repels Loop 6 from the closed 
state. Loops 1, 5, and 6 are unfolded and release the product PrFAR and the 
enzyme is ready for its next substrate. Fig. 9. 

 
Figure 9. The catalytic cycle of SeHisA. A. Loops are flexible in the uncharged 
enzyme. B. The initial binding of ProFAR, loops are still flexible. C. Loops 1, 2, 5 
and 6 form interactions with ProFAR and bury it inside. In this process, the non-
reacting half of ProFAR moves toward the edge of the barrel and adopts a product-
like extended conformation. D. Upon catalysis, the ring of the reacting ribose will 
open and loosen the structure restraint for phosphate 1. Eventually, loops will open 
again and release the ligand. Figure adapted from Fig. 8 (Söderholm et al., 2015) 
reprinted with permission from ASBMB.  
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8. Mutation study 
Can ‘wt-structures’ explain the effect of mutations? 
After we obtained the structures of the SeHisA enzyme in three different 
states, we wondered if we could use them to explain the effect of the muta-
tions that were generated from the evolution study. The answer is both a yes 
and no; most of the mutations are located on the catalytic face of the protein, 
particularly on loop 1. Fig. 10. Mutations around the phosphate 2 binding 
site most likely disturb the phosphate binding. However, we could not ex-
plain the role for mutations on loop 1. Therefore, we needed the mutant 
structures to study their functions. Again, we faced a similar problem as with 
the wt-structure, i.e., most mutants crystallized in a crystal form where loops 
1 and 6 were missing. Through different strategies and intensive screening, 
we were able to get most of the mutant structures in different crystal forms, 
with some of them in complex with ligands. Together with the kinetic pa-
rameters, we were then able to understand the structural and functional role 
for most of the mutations. The kinetic parameters and structural information 
of the mutants are listed in Table 1.   

 
Figure 10. Position of mutations generated from the real-time evolution study on the 
wt SeHisA closed-complex structure. Mutations are marked red.  
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How SeHisA lost HisA activity and generated TrpF activity 
There were two individual mutations that generated TrpF activity in SeHisA, 
dup13-15 and L169R. We could not obtain a complex structure with a TrpF 
ligand together with all the loops, i.e., we could not see the interaction be-
tween the ligand and functional loops directly. Therefore, we needed to find 
another way to explain the function of the mutations. We realized that both 
mutations involve an arginine. The bi-functional enzyme PriA also uses an 
arginine on loop 5 in the TrpF reaction (Due et al., 2011). 

We solved the apo structure of mutant L169R. When superimposed with 
the wt open-complex structure, we could see that the L169R clashes with 
ProFAR. Fig. 11A. Clearly L169R mutant could not bind ProFAR and there-
fore had lost its HisA activity. It also explains why it was hard to regenerate 
HisA activity by a secondary mutation in the protein. If we superimpose the 
L169R structure with the PriA structure in complex with rCdRP (a TrpF 
product analogue), we can see that Arg169 is close to the position of Arg143 
in PriA, which interacts directly with rCdRP. Fig. 11B. There are two possi-
ble roles of Arg169 for TrpF activity. One possibility is to bind directly to 
the negatively charged anthranilate. The second is to shield PRA from the 
negatively charged Asp129. This mechanism has been proposed by a study 
of TmHisA, where TrpF activity was generated by a single mutation D127V 
(Jürgens et al., 2000) (Leopoldseder et al., 2004). We also tested an equiva-
lent mutation, D129V, on SeHisA for HisA and TrpF activity. In our case, 
both activities were killed. (data not shown) 

Then we decided to look at mutation dup13-15. We had tried to soak 
rCdRP into different mutant crystals. One of the soaks worked for a TrpF 
specialist DA26438. In this rCdRP-DA26438 complex structure, loop 6 be-
comes ordered as in the SeHisA closed-complex structure, while loop 1 is 
still disordered. The difference-electron density map indicated two alterna-
tive ligand-binding positions. The main difference is in the position of the 
anthranilate group while the phosphate binding sites remains unchanged. 
The 1st ligand position is similar to that of rCdRP in the PriA complex struc-
ture. (PDB code: 2Y85) The anthranilate aromatic ring is vertical to the cata-
lytic face and a bit far up from the bottom, whereas in the second position it 
lies horizontally at the bottom.  

Although we could not see loop 1 in the structure, we could speculate the 
function of duplication through knowledge of two other structures: 
DA26432-D7N and DA26436-D7N-PrFAR. In both of these, the elongated 
loop 1 forms an antiparallel beta-sheet covering the central top of the pro-
tein. Fig. 11C. In both structures, the arginine from the duplication is located 
close to D129. This indicates that the arginine could play a similar role as the 
R143 from PriA, shielding the negative residue D129 and orienting the sub-
strate. Fig. 11D. Another suggested role of R143 is to recruit Asp179 (equiv-
alent to Asp176 in SeHisA) on loop 6 from PriA study (Due et al., 2011). 
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Our DA26432-D7N and DA26436-D7N-PrFAR structures also show argi-
nine in the dup13-15 is close to Asp176. However, our rCdRP-DA26438 
complex structure did show loop 6 and the Asp176 was ordered without loop 
1. This suggests the mutant arginine is unlikely to recruit Asp176. 

 
Figure 11. A. Mutant L169R (green) superimposed on wt SeHisA open-complex 
structure (cyan) showing how mutation L169R clashes with ProFAR. B. Mutant 
L169R (green) superimposed on PriA-rCdRP complex structure (blue). C. Overlay 
of DA26426-D7N-PrFAR complex structure and the DA26432-D7N structure. 
Loops 1 and 5 from DA26346 and DA26432 are marked in yellow and cyan respec-
tively. D. DA26436-D7N-PrFAR complex structure (yellow) and DA26432-D7N 
(cyan) structure superimposed with PriA-rCdRP complex structure (blue). E. 
DA26436-D7N-PrFAR complex structure (yellow) superimposed on SeHisA closed-
complex structure (white). R15c is the arginine from the dup13-15.  

How do additional mutations re-generate HisA activity from 
L169R and dup13-15? 
There is no secondary mutation for mutant L169R that can regenerate HisA 
activity experimentally, except mutations in glnX/glnV. These mutations 
convert a tRNAGln to a missense suppressor with an anticodon complemen-
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tary to the CGG (arginine) codon. As a result, a portion of HisA molecules is 
translated with L169Q instead of L169R and some HisA activity can be re-
stored (Näsvall et al., 2012). This is not surprising since the L169R blocks 
the initial binding of ProFAR. L169Q is a milder mutation than L169R for 
wt-HisA. Compared with arginine, it is small and uncharged. The L169Q 
mutant most likely restores some HisA activity. Therefore, instead of one 
enzyme, the bacterium would have two versions of protein from the same 
gene.  

For mutant dup13-15, additional mutation D10G would turn the protein 
into a bi-functional enzyme. However, it is tricky to understand this muta-
tion. It is located at the turn between loop 1 and β1. We solved several struc-
tures containing D10G, but most of them did not have any obvious structural 
impact. Simulation analysis showed that the D10G mutation increases the 
fluctuation of loops 1 and 5 when comparing the structures of DA26431 and 
DA26432 (Fig. 4D in paper II). The DA26436-D7N-PrFAR structure 
showed us how the elongated loop 1 restores the HisA activity. If we super-
imposed the DA26436-D7N-PrFAR structure on the wt close-complex struc-
ture, we found that loop 1 covers on the top of PrFAR and the arginine of 
dup13-15 is in a similar position as W145 in the wt. Fig. 11C, E. Therefore, 
D10G could influence the flexibility of loops 1 and 5 and make it possible 
for the enzyme to embed ProFAR. 

If loop 5 cannot fold properly as the wt, is the ‘cage effect’ still true for 
mutants containing dup13-15? In fact, loop 1 with dup13-15 does cover most 
of the binding pocket. More importantly, two catalytic residues D7 and D176 
are still covered by loop 1. Fig. 12A. On the other hand, without loop 1 cov-
ering the top, both catalytic Asp7 and Asp176 residues will be exposed to 
solvent if only loop 5 is folded. Fig. 12B.  

 
Figure 12. A. Surface illustration of DA26436-D7N-PrFAR complex structure. 
Loops 1 and 5 are colored cyan. B. Surface illustration of SeHisA closed-complex 
structure without loop 1. Loop 5 is colored cyan and transection is grey.   

A B
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Mutations for TrpF specialist 
The continued evolution of DA26432 generated some TrpF specialists. Let 
us look at how these mutations work. The first set of mutations is around the 
phosphate 2 binding site, G102A together with V106L/M. Superposition of 
the wt-open structure with the apo structure of DA26435 and DA25437 
shows that G102A disturbs the phosphate 2 binding site. The bulky V106L 
shifts loop 4 and pushes G102A closer to loop 3, further disturbing the phos-
phate-binding motif. Fig. 13A. However, these mutations only abolish the 
HisA activity in the background of dup13-15, since mutant DA26444, i.e, 
with a normal loop 1 still retains HisA activity. A comparison between the 
DA26444-D7N-D176A-G10D complex structure and the wt closed-complex 
structure shows that loop 5 and ProFAR keep their conformation after loop 
closure. Fig. 13B. This illustrates the catalytic robustness of HisA against 
mutations. This also strengthens the idea that the reacting ribo-phosphate and 
the carboxamide aminoimidazole moieties of ProFAR are more important 
for initial binding than for the rest of the ligand. After substrate binding, loop 
5 can adjust/force ProFAR and loop 4 into the wt conformation.  
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Figure 13. A. Superposition of SeHisA open-complex structure (white) with 
DA26435 (cyan) and DA26437 (green) structures. B. Superposition of SeHisA 
closed-complex structure (white) and DA26444-D7N-D176A-G10D-ProFAR com-
plex structure (orange).  

The second set of mutations in TrpF specialists are located on loop 1, includ-
ing Q24L and V14:2M. DA26438 containing both of these two mutations is 
the specialist with the highest TrpF activity in vitro. Compared to the wt 
closed-complex structure, in the extended loop mutant structures the side 
chain of Q24 is flipped, making the backbone turn. This sharp turn is stabi-
lized by a salt bridge between Arg23 and Asp26 (Fig. 5C, E in paper II). 
This loop conformation is also stabilized by Q24L. Q24L is close to V14 and 
allows a hydrophobic interaction between these two side chains. (Fig. 5D in 
paper II) We have no complex structure where V14:2M is ordered, but we 
predict this mutation would further strengthen this interaction to the extent 
that the enzyme will only adopt the conformation required for TrpF activity. 

Mutations for the HisA specialist 
Some generalists also mutated back to HisA specialists during the evolution 
study. All of them used the same strategy—removal of the dup13-15. Our 
DA26444-D7N-D176A-G10D complex structure showed that without 
dup13-15, the mutant behaved similarly to wt HisA. The TrpF activity was 
also lost with the arginine in the duplication.  

Mutations impact the protein expression level 
G44E is a puzzling mutation because it is far away from the catalytic site. 
However, since it is at the stability face of the protein, it might have some 
impact on the stability of the protein and therefore impact the protein expres-
sion level. To check the relative expression level of each gene, they were 
placed on the S. enterica chromosome under control of the same promoter 
(PlacO). The expression levels were determined using mass spectrometry dur-
ing log-phase growth. Compared with the wt, all of the HisA mutants have a 
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lower expression level, Table 1.  The basic trend was the more mutations the 
mutant contained, the fewer mutant proteins there were in the cell. Also, 
duplication was more deleterious than other single mutations. In contrast 
with DA26436, DA26441 had one additional mutation G44E but with a 
higher expression level in the cell.  

Our apo DA26435 structure showed that G44E is located at the short loop 
connecting α 1 and β 2. Met1, R220 and W242 are shifted compared with the 
wt structure. Fig. 14. However, it is unclear how these shifts affect the pro-
tein expression level. Previous studies suggested that additional salt bridges 
and hydrogen bonds at the base of the (β/α)8-barrel are likely to increase the 
stability of the protein (Höcker et al., 2001) and through this, the mutant 
could have a higher expression level.  

 
Figure 14. Superposition of the SeHisA apo structure (white) and DA26435 (green) 
structures.  

9. Discussion   
If we combine the structural, and biochemical information, can we make 
sense of the evolution study? To do this let us look at the evolution trajecto-
ries.  
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Figure 15. Trajectory of 3000 generations of evolution of the bi-fuctional parental 
gene DA26432 (dup13-15, D10G) during selection for improved TrpF and HisA 
activities from one main parental lineage to the numerous variants found in daughter 
lineages. Newly acquired substitutions are shown in red. An asterisk next to a muta-
tion indicates the presence of more than one subpopulation, differing in the muta-
tions they contain. Figure adapted from Fig. 2 (Näsvall et al., 2012); reprinted with 
permission from AAAS and Dr. Joakim Näsvall. License Number: 3713640573100 

We could see that our previous analysis of the mutations fits quite well here. 
For example, generalist DA26432 returned to being a HisA specialist by 
losing the duplication. To become a TrpF specialist, generalist DA26433 and 
DA26437 had an additional mutation, V106L/M, disturbing the phosphate 2 
binding site. The additional mutation of G44E to generalist DA26434 in-
creases its protein expression level in the cell, which leads to a faster growth 
rate. In addition, there were some other features we noticed when we inte-
grated everything together.  

HisA probably has intrinsic PRA affinity 
HisA and TrpF catalyze the same reaction for different substrates. Our study 
has shown that initial binding of the substrate does not involve the flexible 
loops on the catalytic face. Mutations on loop 1 giving TrpF activity indicate 
that their roles are more likely to be rearrangement of the ligand. Further-
more, there should be some intrinsic affinity between HisA and PRA, alt-
hough it might be really weak. This promiscuous binding is most likely dues 
to the phosphate group. Substrates with a phosphate group generally increase 
the likelihood of finding a promiscuous catalyst (Khersonsky et al., 2011).  
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Catalysis prioritizes binding in enzyme evolution 
For all the TrpF specialists, there was no mutation that seemed to increase 
the binding affinity of PRA. From the kinetic parameters, the only mutant 
with measurable Km was the bi-functional ancestor DA26432. None of the 
evolved TrpF specialists and generalists could be saturated by PRA although 
they still evolved higher Kcat/KM. Table 1. The reason for this could be the 
accumulation of PRA when the cell was starved for tryptophan. Therefore 
the selection pressure acts by improving catalysis rather than through sub-
strate binding.  

Becoming a specialist  
All of the TrpF specialists evolved from the generalist merely by losing 
HisA activity. This is quite different from the principle for protein engineer-
ing, where specificity is obtained by better fitting (Wells et al., 1987). In 
fact, only one TrpF specialist DA26438 had significantly higher activity than 
the others and yet it did not have a higher growth rate. Table 1. This means 
that evolution of the enzyme into a specialist does not guarantee better activ-
ity.   

Fitness robustness for activity 
We observed S. enterica could tolerate poor TrpF activity. The mutant 
DA26437 with Kcat/KM 260 (1730-fold less than the E. coli TrpF) had a 
fitness of 0.88. In fact, if we plot the enzyme activity against fitness, we see 
a threshold for both HisA and TrpF activity, Fig. 16. Below the threshold, 
fitness increases with the improved activity, as expected. Above the thresh-
old, fitness and activity no longer correlate with each other. In the case of 
TrpF, the threshold is only around 100s-1M-1. Another protein engineering 
study also shows evidence for the low activity threshold of TrpF. An engi-
neered enzyme with TrpF activity as low as 27s-1M-1 could restore the 
growth rate similar to that of the wt in a TrpF knockout strain (Patrick and 
Matsumura, 2008). Compared with TrpF, HisA has a much higher activity 
threshold, around one-fourth that of the wt activity. The difference between 
the thresholds could be related to the nature of their metabolic pathways. To 
fully understand this difference, the flux for the whole pathway would need 
to be characterized, which is beyond the scope of our current study.  
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Figure 16. Comparison in vitro kinetic parameters and cell fitness effects of SeHisA 
variant show a biphasic increase in activity. The kinetic parameters of evolved Se-
HisA variants (Table.1) were plotted against the variants’ effect upon the growth 
fitness of S. enterica #hisA#trpF under selective conditions (Näsvall et al., 2012). 
Unbroken lines show the biphasic trend; broken lines indicate predicted Activity 
Thresholds. TrpF catalytic efficiency, with (A) and without (B) the DA26438 outli-
er. Catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) reported in s-1M-1 on the y-axis. C. HisA catalytic 
efficiencies. SeHisA is distinguished in orange; HisA DA26443 is pink. Figure 
adopted from Fig. 7.8 (Newton, 2015) with permission from Dr. Matilda Newton.  

The driving force to evolve better activity 
In such a fine-tuned system, why does wt TrpF have so much better activity 
than the threshold? The driving force for better activity could be for a more 
robust system. Since cells can tolerate poor TrpF activity, this means that the 
upstream and downstream tryptophan biosynthesis pathway must be able to 
tolerate large variations in flux. The upstream catalysis cannot be inhibited 
by a high concentration of PRA and the downstream must be able to work at 
a low concentration of CdRP. If all the enzymes were working at activities 
barely above the fitness threshold, then the system would be very fragile. 
Upon a change in the environment or a deleterious mutation, the cell would 
have difficulties in surviving.  

Epistasis is observed for our HisA evolution 
Epistasis for protein evolution is a phenomenon where the effects on fitness 
of particular amino acids at a given site are not independent of each other. In 
other words, the effect on mutation phenotype depends on the sequence 
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background (Salverda et al., 2011) We observed this for several of our muta-
tions. HisA(dup13-15) did not have HisA activity unless it had the D10G 
mutation. However, D10G in a background without dup13-15 does not have 
a fitness effect. Similarly, mutations G102A and V106L/M diminish the 
HisA activity in the presence of dup13-15 but barely have any impact on 
HisA activity in the absence of dup13-15. Our structure analysis can explain 
the relation between these mutations. Dup13-15 leads to a major change for 
the original function of loops 1 and 5. Therefore, any additional mutation 
influencing loop 1 or 5 would have a completely different impact in these 
two sequence backgrounds (with or without dup13-15).  

Insertions and deletions (indels) 
Indels played a major role in our evolution study. When HisA activity was 
regenerated, deletion of dup13-15 was observed several times as separate 
events. Small indels occur at one-tenth the rate of base pair substitutions in E. 
coli(Lee et al., 2012). However, since indels normally have larger effects on 
protein structure and function than point mutations, they play a big role in 
protein evolution (Tóth-Petróczy and Tawfik, 2013). It is known that indels 
occur more often at flexible loops (de la Chaux et al., 2007). Thus the (β/α)8-
barrel is a perfect scaffold for evolution because its catalytic face has flexi-
ble loops that can tolerate changes and allow evolution of new functions.  

10. Method: strategy to obtain different structures 

Strategy for obtaining the wt-ligand complex structures 
Crystallization is often the bottleneck obtaining biomolecular structures. We 
were fortunate that the wt-SeHisA crystallized easily in different commercial 
crystallization screens. Most of the successful conditions contained phos-
phate or sulfate. The diamond-shaped crystals in space group P6122 diffract-
ed to1.6-2.0Å at the Diamond Light source and European Synchrotron Radi-
ation Facility (ESRF) synchrotron. However, in this crystal form, the elec-
tron density was missing for the functionally important loops 1 and 6. This is 
a common problem in previous structures of many other (β/α)8-barrel pro-
teins. (Fani et al., 1994)(Lang et al., 2000) Since the nature of the catalytic 
face is flexible, one needs to be lucky to see an apo structure with all the 
loops ordered.  

To obtain a complex structure with ProFAR, we first tried soaking it into 
the wt crystals. When this did not work, the phosphate or sulfate was re-
moved from the cryo buffer to prevent competition with the substrate. This 
still did not work. Therefore we tested the catalytically dead D7N mutant 
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both by co-crystallization and soaking of this mutant with ProFAR. The 
D7N mutant crystallized similarly as the wt protein, but disappointingly, the 
initial soaking trials failed to yield a complex structure. Most drops remained 
clear for days in the co-crystallization screens, but then diamond shaped 
crystals similar as the wt appeared. Unfortunately, these were proven to have 
an empty ligand-binding site. These failures led us to re-think our strategy.  

When we checked the crystal packing, we realized that loop 5 was in-
volved in crystal packing. If loop 5 were flexible in solution and important 
for substrate binding, this could be the reason for the unsuccessful soaking 
attempts. We also noticed that W145 sometimes changed its rotamer rotation 
in the soaked crystals, indicating that it was being affected by the ligand. No 
previous complex structure for HisA was available, despite studies on the 
enzyme for more than a decade. From the literature and PDB, we could see 
similar failures. The only previous structure with a HisA ligand was the PriA 
complex structure with PrFAR (Due et al., 2011). Interestingly, although this 
is a 1.3Å resolution structure of a catalytically dead mutant (D11N, equal to 
SeHisA D7N), the ligand is the product instead of the substrate. This re-
minded us that ProFAR is unstable, at least on the time scale of the crystalli-
zation experiments and in particular at the low pH (4.0-6.0) of most of our 
crystallizations.(Davisson et al., 1994) In addition the pH may affect the 
charges of Asp7 and Asp129 at the binding pocket.  

To tackle these problems, we came up with some new strategies. We tried 
unsuccessfully to avoid this specific crystal packing and find other crystal 
forms for ligand soaking. However, we were not lucky in this approach. The 
next thing we tried was to change the pH of the soaking buffer. When the 
crystal was briefly soaked in a cryo-solution with ProFAR at pH 7.0, we 
obtained clear electron density for the HisA substrate ProFAR.  

This complex structure shows us that ProFAR could bind to HisA without 
the help of the flexible loops, since loops 1 and 6 were still disordered. Also, 
this confirmed that it would be unlikely to get a complex structure with or-
dered loops in this crystal form. Our co-crystallization trials and the PriA-
PrFAR complex structure indicated the D7N mutant was not totally ‘dead’. 
Therefore, we constructed the double mutant (D7N, D176A), which pro-
duced a single crystal in a co-crystallization screen at 8 degrees after two 
days. This long needle crystal diffracted to 1.6Å in space group P3121. For 
the first time, we had clear density for both the substrate and loops, Indeed, 
co-crystallization was the only way to obtain this structure in which the lig-
and is fully embedded in the active site.  

Strategy to get HisA evolution mutants structures 
We encountered a lot of problems solving the mutant structures. Many mu-
tants crystallized in the same space group as the wt protein, not allowing us 
to see mutations on loop 1. Secondly, mutations around phosphate 2 made 
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the protein hard to crystallize, probably due to the effects of phosphate 2 on 
dynamics of loop 5, which is important for the P6122 crystal packing. Third-
ly, it was hard to obtain a complex structure, especially for TrpF product 
analogue rCdRP that has very low affinity.  

Therefore, for each mutant, we applied a similar strategy as for the wt: ex-
tensive screening, ligand soaking at physiological pH, and co-crystallization. 
In this manner, we solved more than 20 structures in 5 different crystal 
forms.  
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Case2: fusB-type fusidic acid (FA) resistance  

My second story is about fusB-type fusidic acid (FA) resistance. In this case, 
the bacteria are not fighting for their survival in the laboratory against man-
made obstacles. Fusidic acid is a natural antibiotic, which was first isolated 
from the fungus Fusidium coccineum in the early 1960s (Godtfredsen et al., 
1962). Therefore the selection pressure of FA has already existed for a long 
time and will still continue. This long lasting battle has resulted in a compli-
cated resistance mechanism, and our aim was to try to understand it at the 
molecular level.  

1. Antibiotic resistance 
The discovery of penicillin is one of the most important events in medical 
history and saved numerous humans lives since 1940s (Kardos and Demain, 
2011). However, the vast usage of antibiotics in medical treatment as well as 
in food industry puts bacteria under a big selection experiment for antibiotic 
resistance. The World Health Organization’s (WHO) 2014 report states that 
antibiotic resistance is no longer a prediction for the future; it is happening 
right now (World Health Organization, 2014). For example, the resistance 
against the widely used fluoroquinoolones (FQs), for treating infection by E. 
coli, is widespread. Also, resistance against the first-line drug methicillin to 
treat infection cause by Staphylococcus aureus is widespread (World Health 
Organization, 2014). These are warning signs that we are heading toward a 
post antibiotic era, in which common infections and minor injuries could be 
fatal again. For this reason, understanding the resistance mechanism is im-
portant and can be useful for drug design and in strategies to treat resistant 
strains.  

2. Antibiotic resistance mechanisms 
It is generally accepted today that antibiotic resistance is inevitable. The 
bacteria will find a way. In many cases, the resistances are intrinsic, which 
means that some bacteria are naturally tolerant to antibiotics (Tamae et al., 
2008). How could this happen? Natural antibiotics are small molecules pro-
duced by bacteria, fungi, insects and plants that can inhibit bacterial growth. 
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The functions of these molecules are often unknown. It has been suggested 
that some of them are involved in cell-cell signaling (Davies and Davies, 
2010). For the signaling molecules, once synthesized, they are transported 
out of the cell by efflux pumps. Studies have shown that some chromosome-
encoded efflux pumps are promiscuous. Small molecules, including some 
antibiotics, with limited structural similarities could share the same pump 
(Poole, 2005). This represents one example of intrinsic antibiotic resistance. 
In some extreme cases, antibiotics are not even harmful for the bacteria.  A 
study showed that bacteria growing with common antibiotics as the sole 
sources of carbon and nitrogen could be isolated from soil (Dantas et al., 
2008). 

However, not all types of antibiotic resistance are intrinsic. In many cases, 
antibiotic resistance is a direct result of clinical use (Davies and Davies, 
2010). There are common resistance strategies shared by many bacteria. The 
first one is to use efflux pumps to reduce the intracellular concentration of 
the drug. This is a particularly robust mechanism that could provide re-
sistance to wide range of drugs (Poole, 2005). In the case of FQs, it was 
thought to be difficult to generate resistance because it is hard to generate a 
resistant strain from random mutagenesis. Still, FQ could not escape the fate 
of been pumping out (Piddock, 2006). The second mechanism is drug modi-
fication or degradation. This for example includes phosphorylation, acetyla-
tion, acetylation and nucleotidylation (Wright, 2005). Around 900 unique β-
lactamases have been identified since the introduction of β-lactam since the 
1970s, and there is every reason to believe that this number will keep in-
creasing (Davies and Davies, 2010). The third type is alternation of the drug 
target site. This is normally achieved by mutation and sometimes by modifi-
cation of the target bio-molecule. A typical example is resistance against 
macrolides and related antibiotics, which act on the 50S ribosome. One type 
of resistance occurs by the methylation of A2058 in 23S rRNA close to the 
antibiotic binding site (LaMarre et al., 2011). The fourth type of resistance is 
that inhibition of an enzyme can lead to the use of an alternative metabolic 
pathway. For this reason, TrpF is probably not a good target for antibiotics 
since HisA mutants can easily take on its function.  

3. Translation is a hot target for antibiotics  
Protein synthesis is one of the most important activities for living organisms, 
including bacteria. It is therefore a very common target for antibiotics 
(Wilson, 2014). Translation is a complex process involving the ribosome and 
many translation factors. Decades of biochemical and structural studies re-
veal that antibiotics target most steps of translation. Most of these antibiotics 
bind to the ribosome (Wilson, 2014). 
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4. A brief introduction to protein translation 
Before I introduce fusidic acid, it is necessary to briefly describe the transla-
tion process. Since it is not within the scope of this thesis to cover all the 
details, I will mainly focus on the processes relevant for this study.  

The ribosome 
The ribosome synthesizes polypeptide chains according to the sequence of 
mRNA codons. The ribosome is a molecular machine formed by a large 
subunit and a small subunit. In bacteria, these two subunits are designated 
50S and 30S according to their rate of sedimentation in an ultracentrifuge. 
The large subunit is composed of 5S RNA, 23S RNA and around 30 riboso-
mal proteins, whereas the small subunit contains 16S RNA and around 21 
ribosomal proteins. Together, they form a 2.5MDa 70S ribosome.  

The high-resolution crystal structures of the ribosome and its subunits 
have contributed a lot to the understanding of its function (Ban et al., 
2000)(Carter et al., 2000)(Schluenzen et al., 2000). To acknowledge this, 
these works were awarded a Nobel Prize in 2009. At the interface between 
50S and 30S, there are three tRNA binding sites, the A-site (aminoacyl-site), 
P-site (peptidyl-site) and E-site (exit-site). The mRNA binds to the 30S, at 
the base of the tRNA binding sites. This is where the ribosome in the A-site 
decodes the information carried by mRNA. The peptidyl transferase center 
(PTC) is at the other end of the P-site in the 50S. Fig. 1 
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Figure 1. Structure of the ribosome in complex with mRNA (green), P-site tRNA 
(red), E-site tRNA (pink) and EF-G (magenta). The rRNA and ribosomal proteins in 
the 50S are colored in cyan and blue. rRNA and ribosomal proteins in the 30S are 
colored yellow and orange. The coordinates are from a structure of Thermus ther-
mophilus 70S with EF-G trapped in the post-translational state with GDP and FA. 
PDB code 4V5F (Gao et al., 2009) 

Interestingly, the ribosome is not a big, rigid complex as one might have 
expected. The dynamic movements of the ribosome were first noticed from 
the cryo-EM analysis of ribosome structures in different functional states 
(Frank and Agrawal, 2000). A ratchet-like, counterclockwise rotation of the 
small 30S subunit relative to the large 50S subunit was observed during the 
elongation cycle. Coupled to this 3-10 degree rotation, tRNAs go to hybrid 
states, where the tRNAs move to P-site and E-site in the 50S but remain in 
A-site and P-site in the 30S. Thus, the classical A/A and P/P-site tRNAs in 
the non-rotated ribosome move to the hybrid A/P and P/E-sites in the rotated 
ribosome (Gao et al., 2007) (Valle et al., 2003). Single-molecule studies 
have shown that the ribosome oscillates spontaneously between these two 
states and that this motion is important for translocation (Cornish et al., 
2008)(Chen et al., 2013). Beside the ratcheting movement, there are also 
other motions coupled to ribosome function, such as the opening and closing 
of the L1 stalk implicated in translocation and the 30S subunit head rotation 
(Cornish et al., 2009) (Frank et al., 2007). 

There are four main steps of bacterial translation: initiation, elongation, 
release/termination and recycling. Fig. 2. All involve GTPase translation 
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factors (IF2, EF-Tu, EF-G and RF3) that act as molecular switches between 
the active GTP-bond form and inactive GDP-bound form. The catalytic 
GTPase activity is located at a conserved G-domain. 
 

 
Figure 2. Overview of bacterial translation. Figure adopted from Fig. 2 (Schmeing 
and Ramakrishnan, 2009); with permission from Nature Publishing Group. License 
Number: 3713641338358 

Initiation 
The initiation of translation in bacteria starts with the positioning of a special 
initiator N-formylmethionine (fMet)-tRNAfMet over the start codon, normally 
AUG, of mRNA in the P-site. This process is facilitated by initiation factors 
(IFs) 1-3. Another mRNA element named after its finders John Shine and 
Lynn Dalgarno, the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence, is also required for nor-
mal ribosome association. The SD sequence is typically 5-9 bases upstream 
of the start codon and with the consensus sequence AGGAGGU is comple-
mentary to the 3’-end of 16S rRNA. (Shine and Dalgarno, 1974) 

Elongation 

Elongation is the process in which amino acids are sequentially added to the 
polypeptide chain according to the mRNA sequence. To begin, the second 
amino acid is delivered by a ternary complex of elongation factor Tu (EF-
Tu), GTP and aminoacyl-tRNA to the A-site. Following GTP hydrolysis and 
release of EF-Tu, at PTC a peptide bond forms between the peptide carried 
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by the P-site tRNA and the amino acid on the A-site tRNA. This results in a 
deacylated-tRNA in the P-site and a petidyl-tRNA in the A-site. These two 
tRNAs oscillate spontaneously between the A/A, P/P sites (classical state) 
and A/P, P/E sites (rotated state) until elongation factor G (EF-G), in com-
plex with GTP, binds to the ratcheted state of the ribosome. EF-G hydrolyz-
es GTP to GDP and catalyzes translocation where the peptidyl-tRNA moves 
to the P-site of the 30S and deacylated tRNA moves to the E-site while the 
ribosome goes back to the classical state. Both structural and single-
molecule approaches have been used to understand the function of EF-G in 
translocation. The binding of EF-G•GTP induces further rotation to the ro-
tated state of the ribosome. Along with this movement, the hybrid A/P site 
peptidyl-tRNA moves toward the P/P site to an intermediate A/P* site. 
Translocation happens when the small subunit rotates back to the classical 
state. EF-G domain IV moves into the A-site and pushes the peptidyl-tRNA 
into the P/P site. In the following step, EF-G•GDP dissociates from the ribo-
some, leaving an empty A-site ready for next ternary complex. (Ermolenko 
et al., 2007) (Brilot et al., 2013) 

Termination 
The termination of protein synthesis happens when a stop codon (UAA, 
UAG or UGA) reaches the A-site. No ternary complex would recognize 
these codons but they are instead read by release factors (RFs). The binding 
of RF1 or RF2 promotes hydrolysis of the peptide-tRNA bond at the PTC, 
releasing the newly synthesized protein from the ribosome.  

Recycling 
After termination, the ribosome needs to be recycled. This involves splitting 
of the two subunits and release of deacylated tRNA from the P-site. These 
processes are carried out by the ribosome recycling factor (RRF) and EF-G 
in a GTP dependent manner (Zavialov et al., 2005). RRF has an L-shaped 
structure very similar to that of tRNA (Selmer et al., 1999), but binds to the 
ribosome in a different orientation compared to a tRNA. The structure of 
RRF in complex with 70S shows that RRF binds inside the intersubunit 
space of the ribosome and mainly interacts with the 50S (Agrawal et al., 
2004).  

Elongation factor G (EF-G) 
EF-G is the only translation factor that is involved in two different stages of 
translation: translocation and recycling. In both cases, GTP hydrolysis is 
required as the energy source. EF-G is a five-domain GTPase with a molecu-
lar weight around 80 kDa. Fig. 3A. The crystal structure of Thermus ther-
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mophilus EF-G-2 (a homologue of EF-G) in complex with GTP from reveals 
the functionally important loops: the phosphate-binding loop (P-loop), and 
switches I and II. Fig. 3B. (Connell et al., 2007) The GTPase activity of EF-
G is activated upon binding to the ribosome.  
 

 
Figure 3. A. EF-G structure in a conformation when trapped on 70S by fusidic acid. 
PDB code: 4V5F (Gao et al., 2009) B. The switch region from Thermus Thermophi-
lus EF-G-2 structure in complex with GTP. Switches I , II and the P-loop are col-
ored green, red and cyan respectively. Domains I and II are colored white and the 
rest of the domains is shown in black. PDB code: 1WDT (Connell et al., 2007) 

5. Fusidic acid inhibits translation 
In contrast to most other antibiotics, FA binds to EF-G rather than the ribo-
some. FA has very low affinity for free EF-G but prefers to bind to ribo-
some-bound EF-G•GDP where it prevents the release of EF-G (Bodley et al., 
1969). Furthermore, FA inhibits both elongation and recycling where EF-G 
is involved (Savelsbergh et al., 2009). A recent study has revealed details of 
FA action in elongation (Borg et al., 2015). It shows that FA targets ribo-
some-bound EF-G•GDP in multiple stages of the elongation cycle. The first 
stage is after GTP hydrolysis on EF-G when the ribosome is still in the rotat-
ed state. The second stage is post-translocation when the ribosome returns to 
the classical state. The third stage is when the ribosome is empty at the A-
site and waiting for the next ternary complex. In this case, EF-G•GDP and 
FA are acting as competitive inhibitors of the ternary complex. The binding 
pocket of FA can be seen in the crystal structure of a 70S•EF-G•GDP•FA 
complex. The density of FA is surrounded by domains I, II and III of EF-G 
(Gao et al., 2009).  

Since FA inhibits both elongation and recycling, which of the steps is the 
main target for FA inhibition in vivo? One study estimates the IC50 for FA in 
elongation to be around 200µM and the corresponding value for recycling to 
0.1µM (Savelsbergh et al., 2009). However, Borg et al. has shown that the 
IC50 valve for FA in elongation is around 1µM. Considering that the elonga-
tion cycle is the main process of translation and that the ribosomes are queu-
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ing in line on the mRNA (queuing effect), they concluded that inhibition of 
elongation dominates (Borg et al., 2015). 

6. Fusidic acid in the battle with methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 
Fusidic acid is primarily used to treat infections from gram-positive bacteria, 
including S. aureus. Penicillin was initially the first choice of treatment 
against S. aureus, but resistance increased after massive clinical usage. Al-
ready by 1960, the strains that resisted penicillin had grown to comprise 80% 
of hospital cases. Methicillin was a major development of penicillin in the 
1960s with higher and broader spectrum activity. However, it too began to 
suffer from resistance by S. aureus. Alternative treatment is therefore urgent-
ly needed. Although resistance for FA is easily formed by S. aureus, com-
bining it with another antibiotic greatly reduces the risk (Anderson, 1980). 
For this reason the clinical use of FA is always combined with other antibiot-
ics such as vancomycin and rifampicin except in topical treatment. FA was 
introduced for clinical use in the 1960s, same period as the invention of 
methicillin and the emergence of MRSA. The overall portion of FA-resistant 
strains was low until the late 1990s. Interestingly, in comparison with the 
methicillin-sensitive S. aureus (MSSA), FA resistance for MRSA remains 
low (Dobie and Gray, 2004). According to a 2014 WHO report, the methicil-
lin-resistant S. aurues (MRSA) is one of the biggest threats for a post-
antibiotic era. This makes FA extremely valuable as one of the few remain-
ing oral agent to treat MRSA (Howden and Grayson, 2006). 

7. Fusidic acid resistance 
The first cases of FA resistance were found already in 1960s (Godtfredsen et 
al., 1962) (Evans and Waterworth, 1966). Studies of FA resistance are most-
ly focused on S. aureus because FA is almost exclusively used to treat infec-
tion by this species. To date, there are three types of FA resistance identified: 
fusA, fusB (including fusC, fusD and fusF) and fusE.  

fusA-type resistance 
fusA-type resistance refers to mutations in EF-G (encoded by the fusA gene) 
that cause FA resistance. Dozens of point mutations have been reported from 
clinical strains as well as selection experiments in the laboratory (Norström 
et al., 2007)(Nagaev et al., 2001). With the crystal structure of S. aureus EF-
G, it was possible to carefully examine and classify these mutations into four 
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different groups: 1) Mutations of residues directly involved in the binding of 
FA. These mutations probably decrease the affinity between EF-G and FA. 2) 
Mutations of residues in domain V of EF-G that may affect the surface in 
contact with the ribosome. 3) Mutations located on domains I, III and V 
relate to the interdomain orientations in EF-G. These mutations presumably 
disrupt the FA-locked domain orientations, leading to lower drug affinity 
and a higher dissociation rate. 4) Mutations that are likely to decrease the 
structural stability of domains I and III of EF-G. These mutants are likely to 
dissociate faster than wt from the ribosome (Chen et al., 2010). Although 
fusA-type mutations can easily be generated, they normally are associated 
with a fitness cost during growth in absence of FA (Nagaev et al., 2001).  

fusE-type resistance 
In a study of small-colony variants (SCVs) of S. aureus, mutations in gene 
rplF, coding for ribosomal protein L6, caused resistance to FA. These muta-
tions are designated as fusE-type resistance of FA and are predicted to result 
in truncations of the L6 protein. (Nordström et al., 2007) The crystal struc-
ture of a 70S•EF-G•GDP•FA complex showed L6 to be in direct contact 
with domain V of EF-G. Thus, fusE-type resistance most likely has a similar 
mechanism as the fusA mutations in domain V of EF-G.  

8. fusB-type FA resistance 

Earlier studies of plasmid-mediated FA resistance 
The study of fusB-type resistance began early. Already in 1966, Evans and 
Waterworth identified some naturally occurring FA-resistant strains and 
suggested that the resistance element was on a plasmid rather than in the 
chromosome (Evans and Waterworth, 1966). Lacy and Rosdahl confirmed 
the existence of the plasmid in 1974 and they found that plasmid-mediated 
resistance is the dominant type of FA resistance (70 percent). This plasmid 
(later named pUB101) also contains with genes mediating resistance to other 
toxins such as penicillin and cadmium ions, suggesting that the resistance 
genes spread through horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Lacey and Rosdahl, 
1974). This finding led to a subsequent study of pUB101 by Chopra. He 
found that, in contrast to the fusA-type resistance, the plasmid-type re-
sistance needed to be induced by FA. He excluded that the resistance mech-
anisms was through modification of FA, the ribosome or EF-G (Chopra, 
1976). Later, he also showed that the resistance was not through alternation 
of the membrane composition. The actual mechanism of resistance remained 
a mystery for almost four decades. Only one thing was clear—the plasmid-
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type resistance did not belong to any of the general resistance mechanisms 
mentioned above.  

The fusB resistance gene 
In 2002, the fusidic acid resistance gene within pUB101 was finally identi-
fied. The fusB gene encodes a small protein with homology to a fibronectin-
binding protein (O’Brien et al., 2002). The protein was cloned and character-
ized by Chopra and O’Neill in 2006 and given the name FusB. They showed 
that FusB, a 25kDa cytoplasmic protein, was capable of conferring re-
sistance in S. aureus. In a pull-down assay, they found that FusB bound to S. 
aureus EF-G but not to E. coli EF-G. Also, FusB could rescue an S. aureus 
transcription/translation (T/T) system from FA inhibition but not that of an E. 
coli T/T system. Therefore, FusB works through a specific interaction with S. 
aureus EF-G. (O’Neill and Chopra, 2006)  

Chromosomally encoded FusB homologues cause FA resistance 
Immediately after the discovery of FusB, other FusB-type proteins were 
tested for FA resistance. One of the homologues was detected in all the clin-
ical FA-resistant S. aureus strains without FusB or mutations in fusA; it was 
designated FusC. Another homologue was found in intrinsically FA resistant 
S. intermedius and given the name FusD. Both of these proteins share 45% 
sequence identity with FusB. (O’Neill et al., 2007) The most recent identi-
fied homologue was from S. cohnii and named FusF (Chen et al., 2015).  

After decades of effort, the mystery of fusB-type resistance began to be 
understood. However, the detailed mechanism of resistance was still far 
from clear. Therefore, we set out to understand the resistance mechanism on 
the molecular level.  

9. Structural and functional studies of FusB 
Solving the structure of FusB 
As a structural biologist approaching this problem, nothing is more interest-
ing than to see FusB at the atomic level. To this end, we cloned fusB from 
pUB101 and overexpressed the protein in E. coli. The protein was subjected 
to crystallization trials. After intensive screening, FusB crystals were ob-
tained at the high-throughput crystallization facility in Grenoble, France. 
There were two crystal forms that diffracted to reasonable resolution. In the 
P1 crystal form, FusB diffracted to 2.3Å resolution and in P212121 to 1.65Å 
resolution. Since there was no protein in the PDB with high enough se-
quence identity to find a molecular replacement model, the high-resolution-
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form crystals were soaked with heavy atom derivatives. Finally, a crystal 
soaked with high concentration of sodium iodide diffracted with a remarka-
ble anomalous signal. The structure was then solved by the single wave-
length anomalous dispersion (SAD) method. A detailed discussion of the 
iodine soaking method will follow later in this thesis.  

Structure of FusB 
FusB is a two-domain protein, where the N-terminal domain is a four-helix 
bundle and the C-terminal domain is a β/α fold stabilized by a zinc ion. The 
C-terminal domain was a novel fold displaying no significant similarity to 
any other structure in the PDB at the time, as searched by the Dali and 
VAST. It contains a five-membered anti-parallel beta sheet surrounded by 
five short α-helixes. S3-S5 together with H8 forms a treble-clef zinc finger. 
Fig. 4 

 
Figure 4. A. Overall structure of FusB. Domain I is shown in blue and domain II is 
shown in yellow and red. B. Topology of FusB. C. The treble-clef zinc finger of 
FusB. Figure A and B are adopted from Fig. 1 (Guo et al., 2012); with permission 
from The Royal Society Publishing. 

A sequence alignment between FusB and its homologues shows that the C-
terminal domain is much more conserved than N-terminal domain. Apart 
from the conserved zinc finger motif, there are some conserved surface-
exposed patches and a Lys-rich loop (Fig. 1 in Paper III).   

Efforts to solve EF-G•FusB complex structure 
We know that a key function of FusB is the interaction with EF-G, so solv-
ing a EF-G•FusB complex structure was our next goal. Indeed, FusB and 
EF-G form a stable complex when run on a size-exclusion column. However, 
when subjected to crystallization screens, most of the drops remained clear 
even at concentrations up to 30 mg/ml. After many trials, we found one con-
dition with needle crystals. This condition was then optimized through e.g. 
seeding, additives, variation of pH and temperature. We finally obtained 
larger crystals that were used for data collection at different X-ray sources. 
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Most of the crystals diffracted to 3.5-4.5Å, which normally would be enough 
to allow solving the structure using molecular replacement (MR). However, 
the crystals belong to the apparent space group P6322 and has a large unit 
cell (a=440, b=440, c=140). Considering that the complex has a molecular 
weight of 110kD, this means even with a 70% solvent content, there would 
be 5 complexes in the asymmetric unit. In order to locate the complexes, we 
tried to use anomalous signal from the bound zinc atom, heavy atom clusters 
and GTP analogues. However, we could not detect any anomalous signal. 
This suggested that the crystal was possibly twinned. The evidence of twin-
ning comes from both the L-test and odd systematic absences (Padilla and 
Yeates, 2003). Systematic absences were detected for all the axes although 
the only possible systematic absence for space group P622 is along the c-
axis. Due to the complicated nature of these crystals, we could only achieve 
partial solutions that could not be refined. We are still trying to get different 
crystal forms of the complex.  

Mapping EF-G-FusB binding site 
Since we could not obtain a complex structure, we needed to find another 
way to characterize the interaction between FusB and EF-G. The first ques-
tion is: where does FusB bind to EF-G? Knowing that EF-G from S. aureus 
but not E. coli could bind to FusB, we constructed hybrid EF-Gs shuffling 
domains between the proteins from S. aureus and E. coli. The binding of 
FusB to these proteins was tested by gel-filtration chromatography (Fig. 3 in 
Paper III). The result was intriguing. The sequence determinants for FusB 
binding are on domain IV of S. aureus EF-G, which is far from the FA bind-
ing. Therefore, FusB most likely dose not direct interacting with FA. Trials 
to express and purify individual domains of FusB failed to produce soluble 
protein, so we could not test their binding with EF-G. However, the se-
quence alignment strongly suggests that the C-terminal domain is the bind-
ing domain because it contains several surface-exposed patches of conserved 
residues, whereas the N-terminal domain has none. Indeed, a study using 
NMR chemical shift mapping identified the EF-G-binding surface to be lo-
cated at S2 and S3 of the C-terminal domain (Cox et al., 2012). Further mu-
tagenesis study showed that FusB mutants F156A, K184A, Y187A and 
F208A prevented EF-G binding and FA rescue in vitro. Also, E. coli EF-G 
with a deletion of a three-residue tract (529SNP531) was rendered competent 
for binding to FusB (Cox et al., 2013).  

FusB rescues both translocation and recycling 
FA inhibits both translocation and recycling. To clarify the function of FusB 
in translation, our collaborators tested FusB function in both steps. First, 
FusB was tested in a reconstituted transcription-translation system. It was 
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found that FusB could rescue both single-round and multiple-round lucifer-
ase synthesis in the presence of FA. This demonstrated that FusB could res-
cue both translocation and recycling from FA inhibition. We also tested 
FusB in a tripeptide formation assay. FusB was able to rescue single round 
elongation from the inhibition of FA. A separate experiment testing the split-
ting of a post-termination complex by EF-G and RRF was performed by 
monitoring the light scattering signal. Again, FusB was able to rescue the 
splitting activity, which was completely blocked by the FA (Fig. 4, 5 in Pa-
per III).  

10. Discussion: 
FusB contains a treble-clef zinc finger motif 
The treble-cleft zinc finger motif is a zinc-binding structural motif. The basic 
composition is a zinc knuckle, a β-hairpin and an α-helix. In the case of 
FusB, four cysteine residues coordinate the zinc. Two of them are from the 
knuckle, one is from the α-helix and the last is from the β-hairpin. The tre-
ble-clef finger can be found in many different protein superfamilies, includ-
ing ribosomal proteins, protein kinases, nuclear receptors, etc. The role of 
the treble-clef finger can be in protein interaction, small molecule interaction 
or more commonly in nucleic acid binding. The most typical interaction is 
represented by ribosomal proteins L24 and S14. The zinc in the treble-clef 
finger is not normally involved in binding but rather serves a structural role. 
(Grishin, 2001) 

Can FusB reach the FA binding site? 
Most likely FusB does not reach the FA binding site. Our binding study 
showed FusB binding to the domain IV of EF-G, which is far from the FA 
binding site. This is in line with our small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
studies of the FusB•EF-G complex, which shows the complex has a larger 
radius of gyration than the free EF-G (Fig. 2 in paper IV). Furthermore, the 
FA binding site is buried inside the interface between EF-G and 50S, which 
FusB cannot access once the stalling complex is formed.  

fusB-type resistance does not belong to the common resistance 
mechanisms 
As we ruled out the possibility that FusB remove FA directly from EF-G, the 
resistance mechanism of FusB does not belong to the common resistance 
mechanism. It works through direct interaction with the target to the antibi-
otic rather than the antibiotic itself. In a way, FusB knows how translation 
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works and what kind of trick is needed for rescuing function. Since FA is a 
natural substance, it is possible that fusB-type resistance has co-evolved with 
FA long before FA came into clinical use. So, where does FusB come from? 
It is suggested that S. aureus obtained the fusB gene through HGT (Lacey 
and Rosdahl, 1974). When we did a BLAST search for FusB homologues, 
we found more than 170 sequences with significant sequence similarity. The 
majority of them are from Bacilli enterococci. Before the function of FusB 
function had been clarified, most of these genes were annotated as fibron-
ectin-binding protein (FBP). In fact, many organisms with FusB homologues 
are intrinsically resistant to FA. Intriguingly, many of these organisms are 
unlikely to encounter FA. Therefore, FusB homologues most likely have 
some housekeeping function apart from FA resistance.  

FusB in action for FA resistance 
We have shown that in a system combining SaEF-G with a single-molecule 
translation system with E. coli ribosomes, in presence of FA, we observed 
increased lifetime of the non-rotated state of the ribosome but no change for 
the rotated state lifetime. When FusB was added to the system, the lifetime 
of the non-rotated state of the ribosome returned to normal (Fig. 3, 4 in paper 
IV). Further observations were done in single-molecule experiments with 
fluorescently labeled FusB and EF-G. These experiments showed that FusB 
frequently binds transiently to the ribosome (Fig. 6 in paper IV). The interac-
tion between FusB and the ribosome was confirmed by ITC experiments, 
indicating that the binding site is on the 30S subunit.
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11. Method: Iodine soak for phasing: 
To date, crystallographic data collection can only record the intensity (square 
of the amplitude) of the light, and the phase information is systematically 
lost. Since the reconstruction of real-space electron density map from the 
diffraction pattern needs both amplitudes and phases, one needs to recover 
the phases by other means. This is known as the phase problem for crystal-
lography. There are many methods to solve this problem. Among them, mo-
lecular replacement is the most common and easiest way. However, for a 
protein without a homologue structure in the PDB, this approach is not 
available, as was the case for FusB. Therefore, we needed to solve the phase 
problem through an experimental method, which normally requires soaking 
of heavy atoms into the crystal.  

We first tried to soak the crystal with the most successful derivatives in 
the literature, such as Baker’s dimercurial, Tetrakis, PCMPS, AgNO3 and 
KPtCl4. Most of these derivatives have rather poor solubility and the soaking 
concentrations are in the range of 0.5-5mM. The compounds were prepared 
and used for crystal soaking as instructed (Garman and Murray, 2003). 
However, none of these soaks gave sufficient anomalous signal, even after 
up to 2 weeks of soaking. In the mean time, we tried another method: short 
cryo-soaking with halides (Dauter et al., 2000). In our case, the halide used 
was iodine and we could get it into the crystal on the first attempt.  

Rather different from most other derivatives, NaI is quite soluble. There-
fore, the salt in the crystallization condition was completely replaced by NaI. 
FusB crystals were tested in soaks with up to 1 M NaI concentrations. 
Though small cracks were observed once the crystals were subjected to the 
solution, they remained more or less intact overnight. The final crystals 
brought to the synchrotron were soaked in a cryo-solution containing 1 M 
NaI for 2 hours.   

The data were collected at ESRF beamline ID23-1. Although it is possible 
to tune the beam to the iodine absorption edge for this beamline (around 
5keV), it is not advised to do so. First, the photon flux will be rather weak. 
Second, as the wavelength increases, more photons will be absorbed by the 
solution, especially when there is a heavy atom present. As the lifetime of a 
crystal is dependent on the photon dose (Murray et al., 2004), it is risky to 
shoot the crystal with this low wavelength. Luckily, the signal of iodine is 
very strong. At 1.54Å, the f’’ value is 6.8e, suitable for the single-
wavelength anomalous scattering dispersion (SAD) method. We collected 6 
x 60° datasets along the needle crystal for high data redundancy. Each da-
taset was processed individually with the XDS package (Kabsch, 2010) and 
merged together. The final dataset showed excellent anomalous signal. The 
following phasing step was straightforward and 19 heavy atom sites were 
found by phenix.autosol (Terwilliger et al., 2009). 
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After the structure was solved, we could identify some features of the io-
dine binding sites. First, most of the iodine sites had low occupancy. Out of 
19 binding sites, only 4 exceeded 50%. Second, positively charged residues 
were hot spots for iodine binding. FusB contains 13.1% Lys and 2.5% Arg. 
At the pH of the crystallization condition (pH5.5) they would be positively 
charged and suitable for binding of the negatively charged iodine. These 
observations are in line with a previous study (Dauter et al., 2000). 

Compared with the normal heavy-atom soaking, iodine soaking is easy to 
perform and non-toxic. Therefore it has been tried for two other projects in 
our laboratory. One of them worked similarly as FusB (not published) and 
the other one did not. Comparison of these three cases gives some hint for 
designing a successful iodine soak. First, the crystal needs to tolerate high 
salt concentration to survive the intense iodine soak. If not, since the iodine 
replace the water molecules on surface of protein within seconds (Dauter et 
al., 2000); short-soaking time potentially can prevent the crystal from critical 
damage. Second, positive surface charges can increase the success rate. Both 
of our successful cases shared a common feature; the proteins had a high pI 
(above 8). At crystallization conditions at neutral or low pH, Lys/Arg will be 
positively charged and suitable for iodine binding. Therefore, in order to 
make the protein positively charged in the solution it could be wise to keep 
the pH of the cryo-solution lower than the pI of the protein. 
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Conclusion and future perspectives 

In the first study, we solved the crystal structure of wild type Salmonella 
enterica HisA in its apo-state and the structures of mutants D7N and 
D7N/D176A in complex with the substrate. These two distinct complex 
structures showed us the conformational changes of HisA upon ligand bind-
ing. Through site-directed mutagenesis and kinetics, we demonstrated Asp7 
and Asp176 to be the catalytic residues. Then, we solved the crystal struc-
tures of mutants generated from the previous evolution study (Näsvall et al., 
2012) some of them are in complex with the ligand. Together with enzyme 
kinetic parameters, expression levels and molecular dynamics simulations, 
we were able to specify the role of each mutation. Furthermore, these results 
allowed us to relate genotype, phenotype and organism fitness. We observed 
biphasic relationships in which small changes in the activities of low-
performance enzymes had large effects on fitness, until a threshold, above 
which large changes in enzyme performance had little effect on fitness.  

Further effort is needed to obtain a TrpF ligand complex structure with 
ordered loops on the catalytic face. This can probably be done through co-
crystallization with the TrpF substrate PRA instead of the product analogue 
rCdRP.  

The second study was FusB-type FA resistance. FA is an antibiotic that 
blocks protein translation by locking EF-G to the ribosome after GTP hy-
drolysis. FusB rescues FA inhibition through direct interaction with EF-G. 
To understand the rescue mechanism, we solved the crystal structure of S. 
aureus FusB at 1.6Å resolution. The structure showed that FusB is a two-
domain protein in which the N-terminal domain is a four-helix bundle and its 
C-terminal domain has an alpha/beta fold containing a treble clef zinc finger. 
Using hybrid constructs between S. aureus EF-G that binds to FusB and E. 
coli EF-G that does not, we were able to map the binding determinant loca-
tion on domain IV of EF-G. We also showed FusB could rescue both FA-
inhibited elongation and recycling steps in which EF-G is involved. We fur-
ther determined the structure of FusB-EF-G complex by SAXS. Compared 
with EF-G, the complex has a larger radius of gyration and FusB can be 
docked around domain IV. To monitor the function of FusB in translation, 
we used the single-molecule method to track the ribosome motions and bind-
ing events of different translation factors. We observed FusB frequently 
binding to the ribosome and rescue of FA-inhibited elongation by effects on 
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the non-rotated state ribosome. Ribosome binding of FusB was confirmed by 
ITC. 

We are still analyzing the single-molecule data and trying to correlate 
FusB binding with the ribosome motion and the binding events of other 
translation factors. Hopefully, we can understand the detailed mechanism of 
the rescue reaction. Since FusB needs to be well regulated, further experi-
ments are required to determine the FusB expression level in vivo.  
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Mikroorganismer har enastående sätt att anpassa sig till förändringar och 
utmaningar i omgivningen. Oavsett om hindren är naturliga eller fram-
bringade av oss i laboratoriet så visar sig mikroorganismerna alltid redo att 
hantera förändringarna och ofta påminner de oss om att livet alltid hittar en 
utväg. 

Hur hanterar mikroorganismerna dessa förändringar? Vilka strategier 
använder de sig av? Kan vi förutspå deras nästa steg? Vad kan vi lära oss av 
deras sätt att anpassa sig? Det finns många intressanta och viktiga 
frågeställningar att besvara. 

Denna doktorsavhandling hanterar dessa typer av frågeställningar men i 
två vitt skilda studier: I den första studien undersöks hur enzymet HisA från 
histidinbiosyntesen kunnat utveckla sekundär TrpF-aktivitet och vidare 
evolvera generalist- och specialistenzymer, adapterade till tillgången på 
näringsämnen. Studien följer evolutionen av en gen steg för steg och demon-
strerar på protein, gen- och organismnivå hur bakterier kan anpassa sig efter 
förändringar i omgivningen. I denna studie har vi löst kristallstrukturer av 
vildtyps-HisA från Salmonella enterica i obunden form och strukturerna av 
mutant D7N och D7N/D176A i komplex med substratet ProFAR. De två 
ligandbundna strukturerna demonstrerar hur substrat och enzym genomgår 
koordinerade konformationsförändringar före katalys. Vi löste också 
strukturer av tio olika mutanter varav vissa var bundna till en ligand. Bio-
kemiska och strukturbaserade analyser av de evolverade proteinerna har 
möjliggjort förståelsen av hur förändringar i genotyp (mutationer) påverkar 
fenotyp (enzymkinetik, proteinuttryck och proteinstruktur) och organismens 
tillväxthastighet. Proteinstrukturerna visar på att bifunktionella (generalist-) 
mutanter kan anta två distinkta loop-konformationer kopplade till de två 
skilda funktionerna och att mutationer i specialistenzymer gynnar den ena 
eller den andra konformationen. Vi observerar ett tvåfas-samband i vilket 
små förändringar i aktivitet hos lågpresterande enzymer har stor effekt på 
tillväxthastigheten upp till ett visst tröskelvärde varefter stora förändringar i 
enzymprestanda har liten inverkan på tillväxthastigheten.  

Det andra exemplet är resistens mot fusidinsyra, ett naturligt toxin och 
kliniskt använt antibiotika. I detta fall har mikroben Staphylococcus aureus 
evolverat ett dedikerat system från genreglering till specifika molekylära 
interaktioner med hjälp av proteinet FusB som ger resistens mot fusidinsyra. 
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Fusidinsyra är ett bakteriostatiskt antibiotika som låser elongeringsfaktor 
G vid ribosomen efter GTP-hydrolys i två olika steg av proteinsyntesen. För 
att förstå hur FusB ger antibiotikaresistens löste vi kristallstrukturen för 
FusB. FusB har två distinkta delar, domäner. Den N-terminala domänen 
består av fyra alfa-helixar medan den C-terminala domänen är ett metallo-
protein bestående av alfa- och beta-struktur och stabiliserat av en zink-jon.  

FusB ger antibiotikaresistens med hjälp av en direkt kontakt med EF-G 
från S. aureus. Däremot kan FusB inte känna igen och binda till EF-G från 
E. coli. Med hjälp av olika EF-G-konstrukt där vissa delar kom från S. aure-
us och andra från E. coli kunde vi ta reda på vilken del av EF-G som känns 
igen av FusB. Vi kom fram till att FusB känner igen domän IV i EF-G från 
S. aureus. Vi visade också i in vitro-experiment att FusB kan rädda protein-
syntesen från inhibering med fusidinsyra i båda de steg som antibiotikan 
blockerar. 

Vi studerade FusB-EF-G-komplexet med hjälp av röntgen-lågvinkel-
spridning (SAXS; small angle X-ray scattering) och kom fram till att kom-
plexet är längre än EF-G. Detta stämmer bra överens med att FusB binder till 
domän IV på EF-G. För att få bättre förståelse för hur FusB fungerar anvä-
nde vi en metod där rörelserna hos enskilda ribosomer kan följas med hjälp 
av fluorescens. Vi kunde observera fusidinsyraresistens för enskilda ri-
bosomer och gjorde en intressant observation av att FusB även binder till 
ribosomen. Vi kunde bekräfta denna ribosominteraktion med hjälp av iso-
termisk titreringskalorimetri. 

Sammanfattningsvis har dessa två studier med hjälp av strukturella, bio-
kemiska och evolutionära metoder ökat vår förståelse för hur bakterier på 
molekylär nivå anpassar sig till sin omgivning. 
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